Static methods for object reconstruction overview: for medical diagnosis
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Abstract

This article presents the overview of static methods exploited for object reconstruction from point cloud or the special case which are the sets of parallel contours gathered from the medical scanners. It includes a brief description of each method and a comparison of their performance in respect to the achieved object appearance, an impact of noisy data, possible types of object reconstruction and time consumption. The aim of this comparison is to find which of the presented methods are promising for object reconstruction needed for medical diagnosis.

1. Introduction

Due to fast technology development it not only has a greater application in everyday life but also becomes a source of knowledge. Thanks to it, we can frequently see invisible things, which were impossible to observe with the naked eye or look into inaccessible places. It gives scientists a powerful tool for further research and development.

One of the technologies evolved in the second half of the twentieth century is the one utilized for developing scanner machines allowing 3D data acquisition. The very beginning of research might be acknowledged as the elaboration of the first computer tomography (CT) scanner by Hounsfield in the Thorn EMI Central Research laboratories in 1967, which was utilized for public usage five years later. In succeeding years the development allowed scan quality improvement and speed acceleration. The result of CT scanner operation is the image of an inner object structure; hence it finds a broad application from medical diagnosis through archaeological research to computer-aided design (CAD) domain. Different scanners, also designed for medical diagnosis, are those based on emission tomography like single photon emission computer
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tomography (SPECT) and positron emission tomography (PET). Its work focuses on the visualisation of tissues function in living organisms, which emit different quantities of radioactive substances depending on activity their life activities. It is also possible to come across 3D scanners which enable an external object surface acquisition used, among others, in the creation of virtual museums.

The main aim of this work is to give a brief review of static methods developed for 3D object reconstruction from data acquired from scanners. There exist also dynamic methods utilized for object reconstruction; however, this article does not deal with them.

The article is organized as follows. In Section 2 the basic concepts are introduced and methods requirement specification is outlined. The description of leading algorithms is presented in Section 3, while Section 4 compares them according to the chosen features enumerated in Section 2. Section 5 includes conclusions and further work directions.

2. Method features

The scanner work results in the set of parallel cross-sections through the scanned object. Usually the slices are done in the plane perpendicular to the longest dimension of the object (Z axis). Additionally, the resolution in the Z axis, that is the cross-sections count, is several-times smaller than in the XY plane. One manner of such data visualization is to locate them in the space as a pile of 2D images. This solution is easy to obtain, however, often not sufficient for correct and simple 3D visualization. In connection with this problem need for 3D object reconstruction and visualization algorithms arises.

The main task for reconstruction methods is to convert the input data into the 3D irregular polygonal mesh, which can be easily displayed. The input information can be given as a point cloud, which is a set of three-dimensional points describing the outlines or surface features of an object. However, it is also possible to extract the contours, which describe the object outline on each cross-section. This is a special case of the point cloud, since here additional information about the connection between some points is stored and can be further utilized (see Fig. 1).

The reconstructed object and the process of reconstruction itself should fulfil some requirements:
- bring the plausible object appearance,
- result in the irregular polygonal mesh,
- manage with closed and opened objects surface,
- manage with branching structures,
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- not create holes in the object surface,
- work in a limited time.

Fig. 1. Left side – contour. Right side – point cloud

When reconstructing an object from the data acquired from the scanner, it is difficult to determine any specific formula which could reflect the reconstruction quality. The problem arises from two factors. Firstly, the original object is unknown, as the only information we possess is tomography data. Secondly, even if we knew the original object, it would be difficult to suggest any mathematical formula reflecting the reconstruction quality. Therefore in this problem this parameter is subjective and depends, among others, on special needs of the system.

For visualization the irregular polygonal mesh representation of the object was chosen. This solution allows easy description of both detailed and simple object surfaces. It is widely spread as an input data format in 3D object visualization environments. Obviously, the parametric surface representation of the object is more compact; however, it provides many difficulties while creating the surface from the point cloud especially when the object surface is not continuous and the joint edges must be found. A similar problem arises when using alpha shapes defined by Edelsbrunner and Mücke in [1].

The chosen method should be able to reconstruct any shape. Therefore the problem of open and closed objects, holes, and branching should be addressed. Two-dimensional manifold without boundary in three-dimensional space is understood as a closed object while the open surface is two-dimensional manifold with the boundary. In both previous cases the object may branch. Finally, the reconstruction method should not create any additional holes, which usually results from algorithms imperfection.

The evaluation time of the reconstruction method will play a crucial role in the real-time and soft real-time systems. However, in the case of offline object
reconstruction is of minor importance meaning. Therefore, the suitability of the method depends on subjective system requirements.

3. Methods overview

This section includes a brief review of static methods for an object reconstruction. Those methods in the iterative manner reconstruct the irregular polygonal mesh from the point cloud. There could be distinguished explicit methods – which base on object geometry – and implicit methods – which use scalar functions. During the performance all input data must be looked through and classified.

3.1. Marching cubes

The marching cubes method was introduced by Lorensen and Cline [2]. In the original version it allowed to achieve an irregular polygonal mesh which was an approximation of a given surface. For the input data – the surface later on the volumetric data – the surrounding cube is created, which is divided into smaller ones. The number of divisions resembles the resolution of the resulting mesh. However, as easily noticeable, the higher resolution, the longer processing time as each cube must be classified into one of the groups from the lookup table (see Fig. 3). Classification consists in specification which from the cube vertices is inside the surface (value 1) or outside (value 0). Hence it is clear that the cube edges are cut by the surface. As a cube has 8 vertices and two create an edge, there are 256 possibilities of surface triangulation. However, thanks to the symmetry, the number can be reduced to 15 classes which are depicted in Fig. 2.

![Fig. 2. The marching cubes triangulation classes used in the marching cubes algorithm. The marked vertices respond to vertices which are inside the object.](image)

Bourke [3] expanded this method for the input data given as point cloud or three-dimension scalar field. In this case we lack the information about the surface cross-cut through the cube edges; however, the scalar field value
comparison allows replacing this information. Subsequently, Bourke [4] introduced a method which divided the space into regular tetrahedrons and exploited them for the irregular polygonal mesh creation.

The marching cubes method easily triangulates the object surface and allows achieving high mesh resolution. But 15 triangulation classes proved not to be sufficient for proper (without holes and ambiguity) object reconstruction. Therefore, there have been added new triangulation classes by Chernyaev [5] and ambiguity elimination [6].

On the contour data retrieved from the human body cross-sections gathered from CT scanners, this method proved to reconstruct a surface with a “staircase effect” [7,8]. It is due to the distance between subsequent slices. Therefore in the first step the lacking data is approximated with the Eulerian methods (see point 3.5) and afterwards the marching cube algorithm is executed.

3.2. Marching voxels

The marching voxels method [9] addresses the problems which are troublesome for marching cubes: ambiguity, holes and evaluation time. The authors suggest that all these problems are due to division of the space into cubes and therefore their solution uses the vertices for algorithm work. It processes the input data in three stages. Firstly, there are created triangles among all vertices, which protects from holes generation. Secondly, those triangles are joined in polygons by adjoining edges, which creates a polygonal mesh. Finally, for visualization, the data is projected on the 2D plane.

3.3. Delaunay triangulation

The Delaunay triangulation method is based on the observation by Delaunay [10], which states that for a set of points $P$ there exists such a triangulation $DT(P)$ that no point in $P$ is inside the circumference of any triangle in $DT(P)$. The Delaunay triangulation for a discrete point set is unequivocal with the Voronoi diagram.

There are some algorithms implementing this triangulation, for instance those introduced by Yuan and Fitzimons [11], Lee [12] or Si [13]. The algorithm presented by Yuan and Fitzimons firstly creates a triangle that all points from $P$ are inside it. Next, in the iterative manner, in each step one point is added. As the new point does not fulfill the assumption – is in the circumference built on the main triangle – the flip operation takes place. It searches for all triangles in which circumference is the point, removes the edges of these triangles, and in their places adds the connection with the added point as depicted in Fig. 3.
3.4. Contour stitching

The contour stitching, known also as a Langrangian method, as an input data needs a set of contours and results in the irregular polygonal mesh which interpolates the object surface. The aim of this method is to create the connections between points in the adjacent contours. For achieving satisfactory results, three issues should be addressed:

- correspondence,
- tiling,
- and branching.

The correspondence problem is defined that if we have a set of vertices in the contour $A$ and a set of vertices in the contour $B$, which are to be joined, it is necessary to find the connections between them (see Fig. 4). Wrong connections result in the effect of surface twisting. To solve this problem Ganapathy & Dennehy [12] suggest choosing as a starting point the point with the smallest value of the $x$ coefficient. On the other hand, Parker & Attia [15] prefer to find the global length of the edges needed for connections and then choose the shortest solution.
The tiling determines whether the points connection generates a triangle or quadrilaterals as depicted in Fig. 5. It influences the smoothness of the surface.

![Fig. 5. Contour stitching – tailing. On the left side correct connections; on the right side causing bending of surface](image)

When there are different numbers of contours in adjoining cross-sections, the branching problem arises. It is necessary to determine how the contours should be connected. Some examples of possible connections are depicted in fig. 6. There are methods which calculate the resemblance or overlapping factor.

Most methods try to solve at least one of the described problems whose broad review can be found in the following articles [16,17,18]. But the work by Bajaj et al. [19] and Parker & Attia [15] describe methods completely managing all these problems. Furthermore, it is worth mentioning that not all algorithms create the mesh by joining the contour in pairs, there are solutions [20] which first try to find a global mesh common for the whole object and later fill the slots.

![Fig. 6. Contour stitching – branching. On the top the correct connection of contours, while in the bottom line wrong solutions](image)
3.5. Volumetric methods

The volumetric methods (named also field-based or Eulerian methods) define the problem differently [16,18]. In this case from the input data (which is given as a volumetric data) the surface is evaluated and later digitized to the irregular polygonal mesh. For each contour on all cross-sections, the distance function is specified, which with the contour data is transformed to volumetric representation of the data and then the object surface is obtained. Additionally, there are introduced methods [18,21] which utilize the morphing function to achieve smooth surface or divide the object into trapezoids to speed up the performance [22].

3.6. Sweeping

The idea of sweeping [8,23,24,25,26] is to move a closed contour along a given trajectory in the space which results in the object surface definition. Moving the contour might change its shape generated by rotation or scaling. Firstly, this method was utilized only for shapes which do not cut themselves, but the research by Abdel-Malek et al. [22] solved this problem.

4. Methods comparison

4.1. Object appearance

As it was mentioned in the previous section the estimation of the object appearance is subjective. However, two cases might be considered. The first concentrates on the general beauty of the reconstructed object, where the viewer expects smooth surfaces with good resolution. On the other hand, the accuracy plays the important role, where more important are details.

For general appearance it is not necessary to exactly reconstruct the object of interest, therefore the methods based on approximation should give a better result. Moreover, its performance improved by other functionality is a good solution. Hence, for such system demands good results are obtained by: marching cubes, volumetric or sweeping methods (see the first row, Table 1).

When the visualization should resemble the original object and the additional possible changes introduced by approximation are unwanted the interpolation methods should be the solution. This aspect is very important for doctors who cannot examine the medical data loaded with additional errors. Here the resulting polygonal mesh is built only on the vertices given in the input data, therefore the surface sometimes lacks in smoothness. However, it is worth noticing that in the case of medical data, the noise ratio is assumed to be very low, therefore the reconstructed surface resembles the original data. The suggested solutions are: marching voxels, Delaunay triangulation or contour stitching (see the first row, Table 1).
4.2. Surface representation

The assumption made at the beginning is that the surface should be represented as irregular polygonal mesh. Generally, all presented methods result in this representation, however, in the case of volumetric algorithms it is a second step of its work, which has influences on the processing time (see the second row, Table 1).

4.3. Object features

During the object reconstruction it is important to find a method which is able to retrieve each shape from infinity of shapes that is very difficult to achieve. For instance, most methods which manage well closed objects have problems to work correctly with open ones as those cases are contradictory. For the methods
which analyse the point cloud (or volumetric data) without additional information, it is difficult to guess where openings should be. On the other hand, those which use contours as an input, if specified, may or may not close the surface of the contours on the first and last cross-sections. See the third and fourth rows in Table 1 for the gathered results.

The next problem concerns branching structures. For some algorithms this problem was not studied as it takes place in the case of sweeping. For others, like contour stitching, it is one of the problems whose solution was widely searched. For the remaining ones it does not create any problems. For comparison see the fifth row, Table 1.

Finally, the algorithm should not cause additional holes in the surface. It may take place in some methods when their triangulation is specified insufficiently as in the case of the marching cubes algorithm, when there are not enough triangulation classes or in the contour stitching in the case of branching. The comparison is in the sixth row, Table 1.

4.3. Time

The evaluation time needed by the method to achieve a reconstruction of a given object is crucial for the systems working in the real-time or soft real-time environments. However, the soft real-time reality assumes that it might be necessary to wait a little for the results. This premise is valid and safe for many systems except, for instance object visualization in the computer based surgery. Yet in the case of medical diagnosis, which is the main concern of this article, it is sufficient.

On the other hand, it is worth paying attention to other features which influence the method processing time. As it is easy to notice in every case, the time depends on the input data quantity, as most methods look through each vertex for those working with volumetric data or check every pixel from point cloud. In the case of the marching cubes, the higher resolution, the longer processing time. Moreover, for the volumetric methods there is also a mark-up caused by the need to use an additional method for triangulation. Nevertheless, it can be seen that most of the presented algorithms (except the sweeping method) can be easily implemented for parallel processing which should improve the performance. For comparison see the last row, Table 1.

Conclusions

This article presents the static methods exploited for object reconstruction from point cloud. It includes a brief description of each method and a comparison of their performance in respect to achieved object appearance, impact of noisy data, possible types of object reconstruction (like closed, opened
or branching surfaces, etc.) and time consumption. The aim of this comparison is to find which of the presented methods are promising for object reconstruction needed for medical diagnosis. From the data presented in Table 1, it is obvious that the method which fulfills all described requirement is the contour stitching as it works well with the contour data obtained from the scanner, allows creating any shape when problems of correspondence, tailing and branching are well solved and provide reasonable processing time. However, the further research for its development should be carried out, as there are still problems to generate the branching objects correctly without twisting the surface and not creating holes.
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